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America as the World - A Brief History:
Since 2001, War on Terror rages. Terrorists in Kentucky and
the gulf states execute suicidal plane attacks into Sacramento and Eureka, California. The Golden State retaliates and
invades central Kentucky. In 2003, the California Governor
declares Louisiana and northern Minnesota an axis of evil,
then invades New Orleans to overthrow a brutal dictator for
his alleged weapons of mass destruction. East Louisiana
spirals into civil war. The California governor sends drones
into east Tennessee to destroy terrorists sheltered by the
Christian Taliban. A dictator in west Louisiana warns he will
annihilate Bay County in Florida’s west panhandle as war
weary refugees flee across the gulf from the horrendous civil
war in Jackson County Florida with over 400,000 casualties.
N Minnesota threatens nuclear attack on Los Angeles and
Sacramento. Fanatics rise in east Louisiana and Jackson
County Florida declaring a Christian theocracy to rule the
gulf. Third world poverty ravages the Midwest as climate
extremes menace populations from coast to coast. Civil wars
and genocide have haunted the plains and Rockies for
decades. The Carolinas and north east Tennessee narrowly
avoided nuclear war and before that, California, Montana
and Alaska came close to destroying the continent with
their deadly arsenals. Every state spends a collective trillion
dollars a year preparing for the next continental war which
they believe can be won with weapons of mass destruction.
Concerns over a new Cold War are raised across the North
East and West Coast as New England and California issue
sanctions and break ties against Montana and Alaska for
their invasion and occupation of Cleveland, Ohio. When a
reality TV star is elected governor of California, tensions
mount in a trade war with Washington. Immigrants are
demonized and construction begins on a giant wall to
separate California from Arizona and Nevada. The governor
threatens war after killing a top general in a deadly Central
Louisiana drone strike.

IMAGINE IF THE WARS ESCALATE:
A pandemic explodes across the continent causing tensions between
states to escalate and poverty to skyrocket. Montana and Alaska
invade west Pennsylvania and northern West Virginia. The new
Democrat Governor of California fails to thwart the rise of right wing
extremism across the continent. A religious extremist wins the race
for next Governor as mass protest and civil disobedience are crushed
by the new fascist police state. Martial law is declared in California as
a military buildup surrounding west Louisiana is launched. Bay
County’s aggression increases as Panama City Beach and
Youngstown, Florida are invaded. • California wages nuclear war with
N Minnesota while failing to pull out forces from Kentucky as they
return for the fight in east Louisiana. • Bay County and California
launches preemptive war on west Louisiana to destroy their nuclear
program. • Christian fanatics overthrow east Tennessee’s government
to seize control of their nuclear arsenal. • A bloody revolution
explodes through Alabama and Mississippi, leading to spikes in oil
prices and triggers the continental economy to collapse in another
great depression. • A militant Christian alliance forms against, New
England, California and Bay County, Florida. • In a dramatic religious
revival, church and state merge in California. The governor crowns
himself emperor with mega-church pastors declaring the continent
in the End Times and the return of Christ immanent. Violence
escalates into nuclear terrorism. • Millions die in a nuclear war. • A
cosmopolitan movement rises from the ashes of a post apocalypse to
bring the states together while initiating an era of secular renewal. •
Tensions rise across the continent over control of refineries in the gulf
states. • A power sharing deal is reached with Washington and
Anchorage. • Celebration of peace is short lived with much of the
continent in ruin. • Devastating impacts intensify through nuclear
winter, crop failures and millions of climate refugees. • What is left of
America is haunted by failing to prevent the nightmare. Civilization
must be rebuilt and a new dark age endured. A future with a United
States in peace and prosperity is eventually attained but only after
hundreds of years painfully correcting the terrible mistake of waging
war against yourself.
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